
 

 
Quick Start Read and Write for Google Toolbar 

 

 
 

Feature Explanation of function 

Word Prediction  
Word prediction provides spelling and word support. 

Dictionary and Picture 
Dictionary  

 

The two different dictionaries give definitions for words along with the 
ability to read with the text to speech reader. The Picture Dictionary 
has a variety of pictures to help clarify language in a visual format.  

Play, Pause, Stop 

 

You can play, pause and stop reading.  

Hover Speech This feature is in the Read and Write web toolbar. When clicked on, 
you can hover over text and it will start reading. This is ideal for 
students with mobility issues.  
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Fact Finder  

Fact finder is for conducting word/topic searches on the internet. 
Double click or highlight a word and it will automatically open a new 
google search with your highlighted word.  

Speech to Text  

The Speech to Text function allows you to use the mic on your 
computer or a headset to talk and type for you. This functions 
precision is much more increased if the person uses a headset. Make 
sure to allow the mic access if this message pops up.  

Translator  

The translator allows you to translate to other languages. You have 
the go to the Voice and reading settings to choose the language you 
want to translate to. Your language options are Spanish or French. 

Highlighters  
The highlighters can be used to highlight important information, 
research, vocabulary words, etc. To use, highlight with your cursor 
and then choose the highlighter colour you want to use.  

Clear Highlights  
If you want to clear the highlighters, highlight with the cursor where 
you want to clear and press clear highlighters button.  

Collect Highlights  

After you have highlighted what you wanted, press the collect 
highlights button and it will extract just the highlights and put it into a 
separate Google Doc.  

Vocabulary List  

You can highlight words you would like to be added to a vocabulary 
list. Click the vocabulary list button and a separate Google doc, with a 
vocabulary list chart and all the words you highlighted will appear.  

Voice and Reading Settings 

 

The voice and reading settings contain voices, reading speed and 
preferences. Setting these up for struggling readers will be very 
important so they get the full benefits of Text to speech from Read 
and Write.  

+  
Access the Read and Write for Google Help page where you can 
access the getting started page, download the free premium editions 
for teachers, as well as a link to the Snapverter app from the Chrome 
Web store! 

 
Video on how to setup and save Read and Write to your system: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GCe89_Tty_4&feature=youtu.be 
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